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QUESTION 1

You are asked to add a FortiDDoS to the network to combat detected slow connection attacks such as 

Slowloris. 

Which prevention mode on FortiDDoS will protect you against this specific type of attack? 

A. asymmetric mode 

B. aggressive aging mode 

C. rate limiting mode 

D. blocking mode 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer is experiencing problems with a legacy L3/L4 firewall device and the IPv6 SIP VoIP traffic. Their device is
dropping SIP packets, consequently, it cannot process SIP voice calls. 

Which solution will solve the customer\\'s problem? 

A. Replace their legacy device with a FortiGate and deploy a FortiVoice to extract information from the body of the IPv6
SIP packet. 

B. Deploy a FortiVoice and enable IPv6 SIP. 

C. Deploy a FortiVoice and enable an IPv6 SIP session helper. 

D. Replace their legacy device with a FortiGate and configure it to extract information from the body of the IPv6 SIP
packet. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer wants to integrate their on-premise FortiGate with their Azure infrastructure. 

Which two components must be in place to configure the Azure Fabric connector? (Choose two.) 

A. FortiGate-VM virtual appliance deployed on-premise. 

B. An inbound policy from the Azure FortiGate-VM virtual appliance. 

C. An outbound policy from the Azure FortiGate-VM virtual appliance. 

D. A FortiGate-VM virtual appliance deployed in Azure. 
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Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

FortiMail is configured with the protected domain "internal.lab". 

Which two envelope addresses will need an access control rule to relay e-mail sent for unauthenticated users? (Choose
two.) 

A. MAIL FROM: training@internal.lab; RCPT TO: student@internal.lab 

B. MAIL FROM: student@internal.lab; RCPT TO: student@fortinet.com 

C. MAIL FROM: training@fortinet.com; RCPT TO: student@fortinet.com 

D. MAIL FROM: student@fortinet.com; RCPT TO: student@internal.lab 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has just rolled out new remote sites and now you need to deploy a single firewall policy to all of these sites
to allow Internet access using FortiManager. For this particular firewall policy, the source address object is called LAN,
but its value will change according to the site the policy is being installed. 

Which statement about creating the object LAN is correct? 

A. Create a new object called LAN and enable per-device mapping. 

B. Create a new object called LAN and promote it to the global database. 

C. Create a new object called LAN and use it as a variable on a TCL script. 

D. Create a new object called LAN and set meta-fields per remote site. 

Correct Answer: A 
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